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ABSTRACT
Mobile Augmented Reality (AR) is gaining traction as a compelling
application due to recent advancements in hardware and software.
Previous studies have suggested that distributing AR services on
an edge computing infrastructure can offer significant performance
benefits, especially for consolidating concurrent clients. In this
study, we shed light on several research challenges directly impact-
ing the effective integration of distributed AR and edge computing.
Specifically, we conduct extensive experiments by deploying our
distributed stream processing-based AR pipeline, scAtteR, on a
representative edge-cloud infrastructure managed by the Oakestra
framework. We uncover several unapparent challenges that inhibit
the effective marriage of distributed AR when deployed on edge
and demonstrate the potential improvements through scAtteR++.
We offer valuable insights and best practices to the growing AR re-
search community, specifically those interested in leveraging edge
and public cloud technologies for large-scale AR operations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented real-
ity; • Software and its engineering → Distributed systems
organizing principles.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The growing interest in mixed reality (XR), from both academia
and industry, such as Apple [9] and Meta [87], has paved the way
for new use cases leveraging immersive perception and interaction
platforms [69, 84]. Augmented reality (AR), as one of the promi-
nent pillars in XR, enables real-time interactive user experiences on
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mobile devices by superimposing digital content onto physical en-
vironments [22, 44, 53, 89]. Recent advancements in hardware [91]
and software frameworks [4, 22, 23] further facilitate the wide-
spread adoption of AR across several computing platforms [74].

Most existing AR applications are monolithic – a client captures
a camera feed and offloads computation to a remote server [60, 61].
The remote execution is typically one-in-one-out, which takes AR
client frame inputs and returns results over a network [13, 65]. To
handle multiple clients, the backend must replicate, or employ a
request queue. Even explorations that leverage edge computing to
improve performance are typically limited to single edge servers,
primarily due to strong dependencies between different pipeline
stages [77, 97]. Such solutions effectively demonstrate AR-edge ca-
pabilities by utilizing low-latency edge servers but face significant
challenges regarding scalability [43, 67] – limiting real-world adop-
tion.While existing research suggests that distributingAR functions
across multiple edge servers can improve performance [57, 68, 94],
practical demonstrations for multi-client use remain limited. Specif-
ically, solutions ignore effective ways to distribute and replicate AR
services which consider resource contention. Applying the benefits
of these studies in practice is difficult due to system complexity
caused by heterogeneous clusters. Similarly, the interplay of vir-
tualization (e.g., containers) and orchestration frameworks, like
Kubernetes [10], to facilitate dynamic migrations and scaling of AR
services has remained largely unexplored to date.

Our study marks one of the first attempts to examine the op-
erational challenges of deploying distributed stream processing
(DSP) [16, 46, 52] based AR applications on edge-cloud infrastruc-
ture. We aim to provide valuable recommendations and insights for
AR developers and researchers. Our key contributions are:

1) We present scAtteR, an AR system composed of five con-
tainerized microservices (§3.1). Each service in the pipeline pro-
cesses an input feed as a stream and can be independently deployed.
We encapsulate real-world operations by employing a state-of-the-
art edge orchestration framework, Oakestra [12, 15], to manage
scAtteR deployment on our distributed edge-cloud infrastructure.
We conduct extensive experiments deploying different configura-
tions of scAtteR on local edge machines and public AWS cloud
(§4). Our analysis reveals that stateful AR components can sig-
nificantly limit pipeline scalability. Additionally, we demonstrate
that traditional resource consumption metrics used by most or-
chestration systems do not accurately reflect AR quality-of-service
(QoS) performance. Based on our findings, we highlight several
recommendations for more effective edge-AR operations.

2) We systematically demonstrate the performance potential of
our recommendations through the enhanced pipeline, scAtteR++
(§4). Our experiments show significant performance improvements
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over scAtteR, i.e., ≈ 2.75× increase in concurrent client capacity
and ≈ 4× improved framerate. Distributed AR performs notably
better by introducing pipeline statelessness and effective request
queue management strategies.

We release both scAtteR and scAtteR++ as open-source [14].
2 RELATEDWORK
Scalable Augmented Reality. Scalability is crucial when deploying
AR on a large scale, as supporting concurrent users requires signifi-
cant resources and can strain existing server capacity. Researchers
have explored various approaches to address this challenge. Zhang
et al. [98] propose a framework that utilizes local caching to scale
AR as the number of users increases. By making dynamic edge
decisions based on expected workload and job execution location,
they optimize end-to-end latency. Jo et al. [48] enhance IoT objects
with a metadata layer accessed directly by AR clients, bypassing
the need for a server or gateway. This allows AR applications to
dynamically obtain the most relevant data, supporting scalable AR
experiences. Efforts have also been made to enhance computer vi-
sion performance in AR. Behzadan et al. [18] propose a scalable
algorithm that addresses incorrect object occlusion in dynamic and
real-time AR experiences. These studies collectively demonstrate
that scaling AR systems is feasible by optimizing the AR pipeline
and leveraging external resources for processing and connectivity.
Orchestrating AR Services.With the increasing interest in VR/AR
glasses, mobile AR, and the Metaverse [8, 26], computation offload-
ing of GPU-intensive tasks to edge servers results in several benefits.
Most notably, reduced end-user device energy consumption and
higher accuracy by utilizing larger ML models at minimal latency
cost [25, 75]. However, there is limited research on orchestrated
distributed AR systems. AR processing either relies on a single
monolithic service, which is difficult to provision and scale at the
edge [60], or on custom-built solutions, hard to distribute, monitor,
and manage. Heo et al. [43] propose a distributed XR system where
pipeline components are selectively offloaded. While their system
offers flexibility, it lacks considerations for automated deployment
and resource management. Ahn et al. [7] address energy efficiency
in mobile AR applications through edge-based service orchestration
schemes. They optimize the trade-off between energy consump-
tion, latency, and AR accuracy for multiple clients. However, their
evaluation does not encompass AR systems with multiple pipeline
components. Ren et al. [79] focus on WebAR apps and employ dis-
tributed edge system orchestration with 5G, using WebAR latency
and accuracy quality of service (QoS) metrics for service schedul-
ing and migration. Their validation is based on simulations rather
than real-world deployments. Wang et al. [88] present an optimal
placement algorithm that considers server placement and mainte-
nance criteria to determine offloading locations. In contrast, our
work investigates the practical challenges while orchestrating AR
pipeline services over a distributed edge infrastructure.
3 SYSTEM DESIGN & SETUP
In this section, we first present the design of our AR pipeline, fol-
lowed by our experiment methodology details.

3.1 scAtteR: A Distributed AR Pipeline
A typical AR application has several components, e.g., frame pre-
processing, object detection, recognition, tracking, etc., decouplable
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Figure 1: High level overview of scAtteR pipeline.
as distinct pipeline microservices [17, 97]. However, designing such
applications is challenging due to intertwined ML models across
several core functions along with dependencies in communica-
tion semantics and context (i.e., state) of upstream function blocks.
For example, an object tracking service relies on consistent input
from object detection and recognition functions simultaneously
to follow objects across frames accurately (we explore these over-
heads later). Comparatively, a distributed AR pipeline is promising
since each complex function block can be scaled out (instead of
the entire application) to support concurrent client request load.
Past research has demonstrated that pipeline parallelism could pro-
vide high throughput, low latency, and increased portability in
distributed infrastructures [16, 46, 52].
Design & Implementation. We draw inspiration from existing
research to design and implement a representative DSP-based AR
application, scAtteR (see Figure 1). We use independent container-
ized microservices for each pipeline function block to enable low
overhead portability, isolation, and delivery of the services. This de-
sign approach is convenient for flexibly offloading in multi-tenant
edge environments [60]. scAtteR captures the core real-world AR
operation as it analyzes live video streams by (i) detecting and rec-
ognizing objects in-frame and (ii) tracking them across multiple
frames1. scAtteR enables flexibility as there are five containerized
functional blocks (shown as grey boxes) that can be independently
deployed and scaled across different hardware platforms. scAtteR’s
end-to-end operation is as follows. A client streams video from
a (live/pre-recorded) camera source and feeds the frame data to
the pipeline ingress – primary 1 . primary pre-processes frames
(grayscaling and dimension reduction) and transforms input video
to the requirements of the subsequent pipeline stages. The frame is
passed to sift 2 , which performs object detection using SIFT [62],
extracts recognized features from each frame as descriptors and for-
wards them to encoding 3 . encoding reduces/compresses feature
descriptors through Principal Component Analysis (PCA) encod-
ing and Fisher encoding [73]. lsh 4 maps Fisher vectors from
encoding into Local Sensitive Hashing (LSH) tables to find near-
est neighbors – enabling matching 5 to recognize object features
to reference images in the training dataset. Correlating feature-
matched results with the original from sift, matching also calcu-
lates object poses, allowing it to track objects across frames also
using sift’s output data. The processed frame containing bounding
boxes is delivered to the client, which renders it.

Note that all scAtteR services are GPU-dependent except for
primary. With GPU offloading being one of the driving factors for
distributed AR [97], we offload object detection, pose estimation and
encoding workload as a pipelined replicable workflow [27, 61, 78].
The resulting architecture features non-linear component interac-
tions alternating stateless and stateful services, a common practice
1Complex AR applications extend this core functionality by co-locating virtual objects
within the physical scene [91].
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in many AR systems [17, 43, 92]. sift is stateful as it stores data
in-memory for matching (till timeout). Intermediary results trans-
ferred between services include client ID, frame number, client’s IP
address and port number, and the current pipeline step – allowing
us to map multiple client inputs to the same service instance. To
ensure real-time operation, we (i) use UDP for end-to-end commu-
nication, and (ii) each service only processes one frame at a time to
avoid request queue build-up. Outstanding requests arriving at busy
services are dropped (we explore the impact of this in scAtteR++).

3.2 Experiment Setup
Testbed Infrastructure. Our setup uses two edge servers, Edge 1
(E1) and Edge 2 (E2), and a cloud GPU instance in AWS. E1 has an
Intel i9 CPU, two NVIDIA RTX 2080 GPUs, and 128 GB memory.
E2 is a more capable rack server with two AMD EPYC 7302 CPUs,
two NVIDIA A40 GPUs and 264 GB memory. We use local edge
machines since existing edge offerings from public cloud operators
do not include GPUs. We also virtualize our clients as containers
and deploy them on Intel NUC NUC6i5SYB machines, allowing us
to scale pipeline loads dynamically. The client NUCs are connected
directly to E1 via Ethernet with ≤ 1 ms RTT while E2 is accessible
to E1 via LAN in 2–4 hops (RTT ≈ 3 ms). The cloud machine has
four Intel Broadwell E5-2686 v4 vCPUs, NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU,
64 GB memory, and has an RTT of ≈ 15 ms. Our infrastructure
resembles a typical edge-cloud continuum [34] with representative
local edge machine (E1), cellular-hosted edge (E2), and remote cloud.
Orchestration. We choose machines with different GPU architec-
tures (E1: GeForce RTX, E2: Ampere, C: Tesla) to accommodate
for expected heterogeneity in edge-cloud environments. While we
ensure service portability across machines by installing the same
CUDA drivers2, we still need to manually map container images
compiled for different architectures to different targets at runtime.
We automate this using an edge-native orchestrator, Oakestra [15],
for resource and service management. Oakestra is an open-source
framework [12] and allows us to flexibly deploy scAtteR on our
heterogeneous infrastructure by specifying high-level hardware
constraints and each service’s demands as service level agreement
(SLA). Compared to popular solutions such as Kubernetes [10],
KubeEdge [28], K3s [29], MicroK8s [21], Oakestra is significantly
more lightweight - consuming fewer resources for core orchestra-
tion tasks. We also exploit Oakestra for inter-service communica-
tion, load balancing requests across multiple service replicas (see
§4), and automatically re-deploying services upon failures.
Performance Metrics. A breadth of existing work evaluates the
quality of experience (QoE) performance of AR applications. QoE is
a highly subjective measure and requires extensive user studies [33,
81] andmodeling of user preferences [72, 93].While someworks use
implicit metrics, such as physiological biomarkers, to quantify AR
QoE [51], there is a need for objective measurements that quantify
and compare AR performance to deployed hardware operation.

As such, we collect both hardware consumption (from Oakestra)
and end-to-end QoS (from scAtteR) statistics during experiments
for amore holistic analysis. To ensure repeatability across runs, each
client replays a pre-recorded 10 s, 30 FPS, 720p video captured from

2Binary compatibility is not always guaranteed and requires compiling the application
with the correct sm code version [71].

a smartphone. The video depicts a workplace environment with
objects such as a monitor, keyboard, and table. Each experiment run
lasts five minutes, and intermediary files are flushed between runs.
We calculate the following metrics from experiment logs. (1) Frame
rate (FPS) denotes the number of successfully analyzed frames per
second by the AR pipeline. The metric encapsulates augmentation
stability and, therefore, directly correlates to end-user experience
[66]. (2) End-to-end (E2E) latency is the delta time between the input
and the final processed frame and denotes the processing latency
of the pipeline. To maintain smooth augmentation, the E2E latency
should ideally be smaller than the inter-frame time of input FPS
camera stream [96]. (3) Service latency is the processing time of
each pipeline service. Finally, (4) we measure memory, CPU and
GPU usage. We normalize the CPU and GPU utilization against
the total number of available cores, which allows us to compare
performance over edge-cloud machines with different capacities.

4 EVALUATION
Edge Deployment.We establish a baseline performance of scAtteR
in our edge infrastructure in four deployment configurations: (a) C1
– all scAtteR services are deployed on E1, (b) C2 – all services are
deployed on E2, (c) C12 – primary and sift on E1 and encoding,
lsh, and matching on E2, i.e. pipeline order [𝐸1, 𝐸1, 𝐸2, 𝐸2, 𝐸2], and
(d) C21 – similar to C12 but with E1 and E2 services swapped, i.e.
[𝐸2, 𝐸2, 𝐸1, 𝐸1, 𝐸1]. Both C12 and C21 decouple the heaviest and the
only stateful service, sift, from the rest of the pipeline. Although,
service distribution comes at the cost of additional latency (we
explore the impact of variable network latency and packet loss in
A.1.1) Figure 2 shows service QoS and hardware utilization met-
rics with increasing client load. With a single client, scAtteR can
achieve ≥ 25 FPS (≈ 85% success rate – not shown) for all configura-
tions with E2E latency of ≈ 40 ms.Compared to the best performer,
C21, single machine deployments (C1 and C2) only observe minor
elevation in latency (≈ 2 ms and 4 ms respectively) but consume
considerably more CPU and GPU. We observe reduced CPU/GPU
utilization in C2 compared to C1, explained by the hardware capa-
bilities of the former, which lead to faster frame processing times.

C12 observed the highest service latency among all configura-
tions, ≈ 4 ms slower that E1. We also observe that scAtteR’s per-
formance degrades significantly with increasing concurrent clients.
After careful examination, we identify the bottleneck to be inter-
dependence between sift and matching. Such dependency loops
are known to amplify the backpressure phenomena in streaming
pipelines. Recall that sift, after receiving input from primary,
maintains the frame’s state until matching requests the extracted
features data for that frame. Therefore, sift observes 2× request
load compared to others, increasing significantly with increasing
clients. Consequently, matching starts discarding requests at in-
creasing loads since it is busy waiting for sift’s output (we see
frame success rate drop to 80% with four clients). Backpressure mit-
igation strategies, as discussed in [42], may not be effective, as the
bottleneck not only lies in the processing complexity of the service
but in the dependency loop – common practice in pipelined AR
systems [17, 43]. Interestingly, we also observe a counter-intuitive
trend of declining CPU/GPU utilization with increasing clients.
The high request drop due to congestion at earlier stages of the
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Figure 2: Baseline application performance on edge. FPS and
E2E latency over edge servers E1 and E2 for different place-
ment configurations ordered as [primary, sift, lsh, encoding,
matching] with the increasing concurrent clients. Resources
utilization of each service (stacked bars) ordering corre-
sponds with the same placement configuration.
pipeline leads to this behaviour. The utilization decreases as ser-
vices stall and do not process any requests due to the existing
frame backlog. Contrarily, memory utilization increases several
folds. This is due to sift storing intermediate results in-memory
while it waits for matching’s request. The interaction also causes
side-effects if matching drops incoming frames since sift will
keep results in memory – which can limit its deployment over
memory-constrained edge hardware. We posit that the correlation
between application load and resource consumption is non-linear
and application/resource-specific. For this reason, it is hard to pre-
dict QoS and, consequently, QoE metrics from resource usage, as
also reported in [39, 85]. In the context of AR, application-awareness
and context-specific scheduling in containerized workloads is an
open research problem with limited attempts [82]. We also observe
higher jitter (Δ inter-frame receive time) with increasing clients due
to increased frame drops (see fig. 10 in Appendix A). Note that our
results are not influenced by design artifacts since such complex
interactions are commonplace in DSP pipelines [6, 31, 47, 95].

Insights and Recommendations:
(I) Hardware utilization alone does not reflect variations in end-
to-end application performance.
(II) Congestion in the inbound service interface should be limited,
e.g., by reducing internal service dependencies.

Service Scalability. A leading benefit of our orchestrated setup is
that it flexibly allows services to scale up/down to handle request
spikes without duplicating the pipeline. We now shed light on the
impact of such replications in three different configurations. First,
in [2,2,1,1,1] we replicate the ingress object detection services,
i.e. primary and sift, on E1 and E2. These services have a critical
impact on end-to-end performance, more specifically for sift (see
fig. 2), and may benefit from replication. In [1,2,1,1,2], we scale
sift and object tracking matching since they are the primary cause
of bottleneck in multi-client experiments. Finally, in [1,2,2,1,2],
we extend the previous configuration and replicate object recogni-
tion ingress, encoding. We rely on Oakestra’s (round-robin) load
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Figure 3: Impact of service scalability. QoS (FPS&E2E latency)
over E2 with another replica on E1 for ordering [primary,
sift, lsh, encoding, matching]. Resource utilization of each
service (stacked bars) follows the same scaling configuration.
balancing to distribute requests across multiple service replicas.
Note that frames balanced across sift instances remain tied to that
replica due to state restrictions. Figure 3 shows our results.

Scaling services does not always result in performance improve-
ments as configuration [2,2,1,1,1] observes 26% FPS reduction
compared to baseline. Increased input FPS causes this, thanks to
replicated ingress that congest the remaining single-instance ser-
vices. Note that Oakestra remains unaware of such application-
specific bottlenecks since it can only monitor underlying hardware
utilization, which does not increase proportionally. On the other
hand, the orchestrator observes ≈ 30% reduction in service latency,
which might convey that the application is performing better than
edge-only deployment. The results from [1,2,1,1,2] align with a
single instance baseline, showing 20% FPS degradation with con-
current clients. Similar to the [2,2,1,1,1], we observe increased
congestion at encoding in this configuration (see memory in fig. 3).
The cause, again, is state synchronization between sift and de-
pendent services. Specifically, due to state tie-ins, the benefits of
reducing pressure by balancing the traffic between primary-sift
(in [2,2,1,1,1]) and sift-matching (in [1,2,1,1,2]) is limited.
If a dependent service submits a request to a congested sift in-
stance, the request cannot be load-balanced and will timeout. On
the other hand, [1,2,2,1,2] is the best-performing configuration,
achieving 15% and 10% FPS improvement for two and three con-
current clients, as it limits the pipeline ingress load and distributes
requests across multiple replicas of detection, recognition and track-
ing services. Note that the improvement comes at the cost of ≈ 30%
end-to-end latency elevation due to load balancing overhead.

Insights and Recommendations:
(III) Interdependence on stateful services in DSP can severely
affect the scalability potential.
(IV) An application-aware orchestrator that incorporates internal
application metrics alongside hardware utilization may prove
more effective in the heterogeneous edge-cloud continuum.

Cloud Deployment.We now provide a contrasting viewpoint in
Figure 4 which showcases scAtteR’s performance on the public
AWS cloud. We only showcase results from single VM instance
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Figure 4: Cloud-only deployment. Left shows scAtteR’s QoS
and right shows each service’s hardware utilization.
configuration since (i) the cloud instance’s capabilities far exceed
scAtteR’s operational requirements and (ii) we observed little-to-
no difference when the microservices were distributed over multi-
ple instances due to homogeneous hardware interconnected by a
consistent low-latency network.

Recall that the major differences between the edge and cloud
setups are (i) ≈ 15 ms latency between clients and scAtteR ingress
and (ii) virtualized hardware. Our cloud deployment achieves a
lower 18.2 FPS (median), compared to 25 FPS in single edge con-
figurations (C1 or C2), along with lower frame success rate (64%).
Note that the performance decrease is not due to hardware bot-
tlenecks since scAtteR uses less than 5%, 25%, and 2% CPU, GPU,
and memory, respectively. One reason could be that the virtualized
application is not optimized for the Tesla GPU architecture and
affects performance. Another reason could be the increased net-
work latency between the clients and the cloud, delaying overall
processing time (evident in fig. 4). We explore the impact of latency
further through hybrid edge-cloud deployment, with primary on
E1 and the rest of the pipeline in the cloud (see fig. 11 in Appendix).
We observe ≈ 2× increase in latency compared to a cloud-only with
significant application performance degradation. While our prelimi-
nary examination reveals frame drops over the public Internet path
as the primary contributor, we leave the thorough investigation to
future work. In cloud-only deployment, the end-to-end latency sees
a noticeable increase of ≈ 20 ms compared to the edge, correspond-
ing to increased client-ingress access latency. We also observe a
slightly higher jitter in received frames (compared to C1 and C2).
A closer investigation reveals the cause to be latency fluctuations
between client(s) and the cloud machine.

Insights and Recommendations:
(V) While virtualization can help with portability, QoS can vary
based on underlying GPU/CPU architecture.
(VI) Network latency and jitter affect real-time AR operation and
require proactive measures within the application.

5 scAtteR++
Our experiments with scAtteR uncover design and implemen-

tation factors that can hinder the wide-scale deployment of multi-
client AR. We now present scAtteR++ to elucidate the performance
improvement possible through our recommendations (see fig. 5).
We strategically redesign sift to operate statelessly to remove the
dependency on matching. We encode the frame’s state and relevant
data within the frame itself, packaging the required SIFT data at

primary sift encoding lsh matching

 

Queue Sidecar

Threshold gRPC

:=compute(f)

Pre-Proc. Feat. Det. PCA NN Match

Figure 5: scAtteR++ pipeline design.

the cost of increasing the output frame size from ≈ 180 KB to ≈ 480
KB. Stateless applications typically use the data stores or caches
of the current application and not persistent storage to decouple
state [35]. This technique is found in other services, such as net-
working for stateless network functionality where networks can
be scaled efficiently [50]. Our approach to creating a statelessness
pipeline is comparable by storing the state data in the forwarded
data frames between services, avoiding unnecessary writing on
storage. This allows us to create a more agile pipeline supporting
easier application scaling, independent service deployment, and
better fault tolerance [36]. Regarding recommendations (II) and
(VI), we introduce a sidecar component attached to each service’s
ingress. This empowers scAtteR++ to efficiently handle concurrent
processing requests that surpass a service’s processing rate. The
sidecar performs queuing and filtering of the incoming requests
and makes a gRPC call to the attached service for processing out-
standing frames in filtered FIFO order. The sidecar also collects
metrics (i.e., queueing and processing time or threshold ratio) that
are attached to the data’s state. The sidecar design is a well-known
pattern in the microservices community [20] and is used in several
projects [1–3]. In recent work, Lee et al. [56] propose a similar
solution tailoring a sidecar process for an in-network acceleration
of ML workload at the edge. This work is tightly coupled with Istio
and Envoy, which can limit the solution’s applicability in highly
distributed or constrained environments due to high overhead [99].
The solution proposed in this work is built specifically for data
streaming applications and uses Oakestra’s semantic addressing to
achieve transparent load balancing with minimal overhead [15].

We re-conduct our edge and scalability experimentswith scAtteR++.
We set the timing threshold to 100 ms, in line with the maximum tol-
erable latency in XR applications [43, 60, 67]. Figure 6 demonstrates
significant performance improvements with scAtteR++ compared
to scAtteR in all edge deployment configurations. In single client
configurations scAtteR++ achieves a 9% FPS increase (+17.6% suc-
cess rate), while with multiple concurrent clients, we record a sub-
stantial 2.5× frame rate increase. Specifically, scAtteR++ consis-
tently maintains 12 FPS with four clients (with C12 achieving ≈
20 FPS) where scAtteR struggled to maintain > 5 FPS (see fig. 2).
The sidecar queue is crucial in this improvement as it buffers frame
requests during service lag. Although scAtteR++ incurs slightly
higher per service latency, most evident in primary, it effectively re-
duces request drops and improves resource utilization, which scales
proportionally with client load. Note that the performance decrease
with increasing load in scAtteR++ is due to throttling (see GPU
utilization) instead of request drops in scAtteR. While scAtteR
could not combat this by scaling out due to stateful sift restric-
tions, scAtteR++ shows clear benefits with replications. As shown
in fig. 7, scAtteR++ achieves a 2.8× improvement by achieving a
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Figure 6: Baseline performance deployed on the edge using the sidecar component. Experi-
ment methodology corresponds to that shown in fig. 2.
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Figure 8: Sidecar analytics correlating each scAtteR++ ser-
vice’s FPS in fig. 7 (line denotes median) to queued request
drops with increasing clients at fixed one-minute intervals.
similar framerate with eight clients compared to what scAtteR
achieved with four on the same cluster.

Figure 8 presents the correlation between ingress FPS per ser-
vice, the number of clients (from 1 to 10), and the drop rate of
the queue enforced to maintain the latency threshold. We observe
how the maximum ingress FPS starts plateauing at about 4 clients
(≈ 90 ingress FPS) for the latest stages of the pipeline with drop
rate increasing at matching starting from 3 clients. The delay intro-
duced by the previous stages of the pipeline and the growing frames
queue forces the threshold mechanism to drop 10% at first, then up
to 40% of the frames. Sift’s drop rate increases up to 50% in the
range 8 − 10 clients, halving the ingress FPS of the latest stages of
scAtteR++. Primary’s pre-processing reached a max throughput
of 240FPS, disregarding ingress UDP datagrams afterwards. The
high drop ratio depicts the saturation of the pipeline max through-
put with the available hardware, the build-up of the backpressure,
and the need for further scaling out horizontally or vertically. We
argue, however, that vertical scalability and model optimization
help shift the saturation point of the model to a higher number of
clients but require separate considerations. The former approach
must deal with resource contention, which is critical especially
for GPUs [45, 90], while the latter helps improve inference speed
with faster models (e.g., substituting SIFT with [59]) but without a
horizontally scalable design the application will incur in the same
issues discussed in §4 but delayed to a higher number of clients.

6 CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK
In this work, we investigated several challenges while deploying

a distributed AR application, scAtteR, on a heterogeneous edge-
cloud infrastructure. Our work builds upon the commonalities of
the architectural design from related edge/cloud AR research to (i)
provide the research community with a demonstrable prototype of
distributed AR application released as an open-source project [14],
(ii) highlight potential (non-apparent) bottlenecks in such designs
and the trade-offs between flexibility and performance, and (iii)

uncover future research directions and common approaches that
can be applied from related works to this field. As such, our study
serves as a foundation for further investigations, encouraging the
integration of the following solutions.
Application-Aware Orchestration. Our study sheds light on the
challenges hindering real-world deployments of XR applications.
Most notably, we discover that application-level QoS is not pro-
portionally reflected in hardware-level utilization and is highly
dependent on implementation. This finding has significant implica-
tions since orchestration frameworks are oblivious to the internal
operations of virtualized services and only rely on hardware-level
metrics [11, 24, 55, 83]. Recent research from related fields also con-
ceptually echoes our intuitions [37, 56, 63]. Our recommendations,
(I) and (IV), propose the need for application-aware orchestrators
that simultaneously correlate application and hardware metrics for
optimizations. One potential approach is extending the sidecar in
scAtteR++ to bridge across the virtualization boundary, providing
predefined hooks for the orchestrator to access internal application
metrics. However, this approach requires thorough investigation
to address potential security concerns and vulnerabilities.
Real-World Relevance. We made several design decisions with
scAtteR that may/may not encompass the state-of-the-art in AR
development, given the rapidly growing scope of the field. Industry-
driven XR platforms, such as [41, 70] allow the streaming of AR
applications from the Cloud. However, to exploit the low latency
of the edge environments, the user’s application design requires
thorough decomposition and flexibility considerations. There is a
concerted effort from the community to optimize software devel-
opment kits [4, 23] to enable AR functionality across platforms,
including OSes [30, 38, 54], web browsers [49, 74], and more. Re-
cent advancements explore model accuracy enhancement [86], foot-
print [77] reduction, as well as network performance improvements
through 5G [40, 68], transport [5], and application layer proto-
cols [19], which this study does not address. Additionally, the hard-
ware configurations used in this paper can be extended further to
explore the effects of vertical scalability and resource contention.
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Figure 9: Impact of varying network conditions, specifically
packet loss (a) and latency (b), on scAtteR with increasing
concurrent clients.

A APPENDIX
A.1 Additional Experiments
A.1.1 Mobile Connectivity. The vision for AR hardware manufac-
turers and application developers is to enable use cases wherein
clients with wireless AR glasses interact with objects in the envi-
ronment, enabling usecases like augmented tourism, augmented

navigation, etc. [76]. To emulate such setups in our infrastructure,
we deploy the pipeline on E2 and use tc [58] to introduce packet
loss artificially and latency in the link connecting the clients to the
pipeline ingress primary. Our latency and loss values are inspired
by recent measurement studies. Specifically, we emulate LTE (40
ms RTT and 0.08% loss) [32], 5G (10 ms RTT and 0.00001 - 0.01%
loss) [80], and WiFi-6 (5 ms RTT and 0.00001 - 0.01% loss) [64]. To
emulate mobility, we add 10 ms delay oscillation with 20% prob-
ability, and we perform loss measurements with 1 ms delay and
latency measurements with 0.00001% loss.

Figure 9a shows that packet loss variations do not drastically
impact end-to-end performance but limit the framerate throughput
due to frame drops. However, packet loss seems to affect the success
rate of the frame transmission and, consequently, the FPS. Interest-
ingly, higher network loss shows minor performance improvement
at higher concurrent clients (see fig. 2) due to reduced load at con-
gested services. Similar to packet loss, we do not observe a signifi-
cantly notable impact of latency on application performance (see
fig. 9b). Note that the experiments were conducted with scAtteR,
which does not drop packets if it exceeds a timing threshold (unlike
scAtteR++). As a result, frames that were no longer within the max-
imum tolerable 100 ms end-to-end latency with 10 ms and 40 ms
settings were not dropped – resulting in a consistent framerate.

A.1.2 Hybrid Edge-Cloud Deployment. Figure 11 shows the prelim-
inary performance of scAtteR in hybrid edge-cloud deployment.
We deploy the ingress primary service on E1 while the rest of the
pipeline is on the cloud. We also tested other configurations that
decoupled the pipeline across E1, E2 and cloud but found significant
artifacts due to state dependencies between sift and other func-
tions. We find that scAtteR’s performance severely degrades in
hybrid settings, largely due to increased frame drops across services
deployed on edge and cloud machines. Note that improved network
protocols [19, 40, 68] instead of UDP may help alleviate this, which
we plan to explore in future extensions.

A.2 Sidecar Queue Application Analytics
We extend the sidecar in scAtteR++ to access service QoS metrics,
allowing us to correlate queue drops with per-service framerate
(see fig. 12) as we periodically increase the client load (vertical blue
lines). We observe that all services keep up with the increasing
load until we introduce the third client. At 90 FPS input rate, each
service, except primary and sift, show reduced framerate, with
encoding service dropping almost 50% of packets from the queue.
This is because while sift is able to process frames at line rate, the
requests have already spent significant time in the queue waiting to
be serviced. Note when sift drop ratio is at its apex, encoding re-
ceives only ≈ 60FPS. Our results highlight the possibility of a better
holistic understanding of virtualized AR application performance
by correlating QoS with hardware-level metrics.
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